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The Story of Positive Words Research
My name is Elena Daniela Calin and I started researching positive words in 2012. I started my
research with the word Gratitude and then with Appreciation. In January 2013 I created a blog
PositiveWordsResearch.com. On this website I started to build a list of positive words. I added one
by one the positive words to the list because I first wanted to understand them myself. And then
something magical happened. People around the world started commenting on the list and
suggested new words to add. Therefore, the list became viral on the internet between 2013 and
2014 and became the best list of positive words in the world. When people put "positive words" in
the Google search box, this list comes first in the entire world. Currently, this list has over 1,300
positive words.

PositiveWordsResearch.com has over 16 million views since 2013 untill now.
Between 2014 and 2016, I’ve created the list of positive words in 15 more languages, the major
languages of the planet. These lists are first in Google searches. I also created a second English list
with a collection of over 5000 positive words. In some countries the list created by me is the online
one. For example in my country, Romania, I’ve created the first and the only list of positive words
in my native language. I've also created 2 online applications and an iOS mobile website
application.
Anca Istrate joined the project in April 2017, especially for various projects with positive words for
Romania.

Timeline
April 11, 2017 - I organized and sustained the first workshop of positive words in Romania for 15
people
April 23, 2017 - I held the workshop of positive words at J.W. Marriott, for 60 people, Toastmasters
trainees
April 27, 2017 - TEDxBucharestLive OpenMic speech about the project Positive Words Research
May 27, 2017 - I spoke for the event „Women on Matasari” about the power of positive words
June 14, 2017 - I held a workshop for children about positive words at the Mindvalley U. Academy
in Barcelona.
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The first workshop of positive words in Romania - April 11, 2017

Advertising link from Linkedin for the event
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/primul-curs-de-cuvinte-pozitive-din-romania-azi-11-aprilie-calin

Workshop of positive words at J.W. Marriott - April 23, 2017
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TEDxBucharestLive OpenMic - April 27, 2017
Speech on the power of positive words

Women on Mătăsari - About the Power of Positive Words - May
27, 2017

Advertising link on AGERPRES for the speakers of the event „Women on Mătăsari”
https://www.agerpres.ro/ots/2017/05/25/conferintele-femei-pe-matasari-despre-pozitivitate-15-28-01
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Children workshop - Mindvalley U. - Barcelona - June 2017

Volunteer at the elderly home in Barcelona - June 2017
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List of positive words in English
BLISSFULNESS
AWESOMENESS
LOVING KINDNESS
FORGIVENESS
HOPE
GRATITUDE
LOVE
FAITH
APPRECIATION
SERENITY
HARMONY
COURAGE
FREEDOM
BELIEVE
PROSPERITY
ABUNDANCE
WEALTH
POWER
HEALING
JOY
CONTENTMENT
PURE LOVE AND LIGHT
BLESSINGS
ENTHUSIASM
HAPPINESS
ART OF STILLNESS
AMAZING
BEAUTY
BLOSSOM
BALANCE
PATIENCE
UNITY
FRIENDSHIP
COMPASSION
EMPATHY
PEACE
ACCEPTANCE
DIVINE
ETERNITY
SOULFULL
WARMHEARTEDNESS

ATTRACTIVE
BELOVED
ASTOUNDING
AWE
APPRECIATIVE JOY
CONNECTION
CHARM
DELIGHT
DESIRE
ETHERIAL
EXCELLENT
DEVOTION
ELOQUENCE
EMPOWER
EXUBERANT
FABULOUS
FAMOUS
FASCINATING
FEARLESS
FIDELITY
GIFT
GLAMOUR
GLORY
GOD
GORGEOUS
GRACE
HEAVENLY JOY
INFINITY
LIGHT
BLISS
INVINCIBLE
JOYFUL
LIFE
LIVELINESS
LUXURY
MAGIC BLISFULNESS
MARVELOUS
MASTERY
MINDFUL
MINDSIGHT
MIRACLE
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MURMUROUS
NOBLE
NOURISH
NURTURE
ONENESS
OPENHEARTED
OPENESS
PARADISE
PERMALICIOUS
PLAYFULL
POSIVALUES
PRECIOUS
PRETTY
PRICELESS
PURE
RADIANT
RAVISHING
READINESS
REFRESHED
REMARKABLE
RESOURCEFULNESS
RIGHTEOUSNESS
SACRED
SMILE
SOUL
SOULMATE
SPARKLES
SPECIAL
SPECTACULAR
SPIRIT
SPLENDID
STUNNING
SUBLIME
SUNNINESS
SUPERCALIFRAGILISTIC
SWEET
TENDERNESS
UNFUCKWITHABLE
UNIQUE
UNSHAKEABLE
WONDERFULL
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List of international positive words
1. ‘Bilita mpash’ – it comes from Bantu, a language from Central and South Africa and it means a
beautiful, blissful dream (the opposite of a nightmare).
2. ‘Trouvaille’ – it comes from French and it is a correspondent for a lucky find, something good or
valuable that you discovered by chance. Most of the times it is associated with clover because it is
the symbol of luck.
3. ‘Agape’ – it is a Greek word that is the feeling of selfless, unconditional and devotional love for
someone it is something like love but in a different way of thinking.
4. ‘Hachnasat orchim’ – it comes from Hebrew/Yiddish and makes you a person that brings guests
and offer hospitality and respect to strangers. This is a popular way to live in those countries.
5. ‘Kæk’ – it is a Danish word and it suggests that someone is bold, cocky (not in a pejorative sense)
with a gung-ho spirit.
6. ‘Samar’ – it is an Arabic word that is used when you sit together in conversation with people at
sunset or in the evening.
7. ‘Suaimhneas croi’ – it comes from Gaelic and it means that you are feeling happiness or
contentment for finishing a task. It is a sign of perseverance!
8. ‘Nakama’ – it is a Japanese word for someone that is your best friend, someone you feel deep,
platonic love for.
9. ‘Yuán béi’ – it comes from traditional China and it is a sense of complete and perfect
accomplishment.
10. ‘Apramāda’ – it is an old Sanskrit word and it means moral watchfulness or awareness of the
ethical implication of one’s actions.
11. ‘Singurista’ – it is a Philippines word from a dialect called Tagalog, and it’s used for someone who
would not initiate an action unless certain of obtaining the desire result.
12. ‘Cafuné’ – it is a Brazilian word meaning the act of tenderly running one’s fingers through
someone’s hair.
13. ‘Wabi-Sabi’ – it is a Japanese word for a way of living that focuses on finding beauty within the
imperfections of life and accepting peacefully the natural cycle of growth and decay.
14. ‘Hyggeling’ – it is a Danish word, its “literal” translation into English gives connotations of a warm,
friendly, cozy demeanor, but it’s unlikely that these words truly capture the essence of a hyggeling;
it’s something that must be experienced to be known. I think of good friends, cold beer, and a
warm fire.
15. ‘Mahalo’ – is a hawaian word meaning gratitude, thankfulness, admiration, esteem, respect.
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What is our current work focus?
1. A book about Positive Words in English and Romanian;
2. A Positive Words manual for children (with types of exercises for workshops, themes, positive
words explained);
3. Speeches/Workshops in companies, elderly homes, schools, kindergartens, support groups,
NGOs, wellness centers, hospitals;
4. Services for companies - written communication analysis between employees; proposing various
techniques for communication improvement and offering a vocabulary of positive words that we
provide in Romanian and English;
5. Continuous promotion of the Positive Words Research project.

What are our greatest dreams?
1. The list of positive words to be accessed by any person in the world once a year by any age, in
any language, in different formats (either online or in a book/manual, workshop, mobile
application, inspired by a bracelet - will have instructions attached to the bracelets).
2. Introduction of positive words courses in schools around the world to be studied by children
before going to college.

Contacts
Elena Călin
CEO & Magic Blissfulness Ambassador
18, Nicolae Grigorescu str | 3rd district | Bucharest | Romania
T (mobile) +40 724 342 128
elena.calin@blessima.com
Anca Istrate
Research & Development Manager & Loving Kindness Ambassador
18, Nicolae Grigorescu str | 3rd district | Bucharest | Romania
T (mobile) +40 729 152 117
anca.istrate@blessima.com

Services & Products: Blessima.com
Education Blog: PositiveWordsResearch.com
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